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Mado o akereba sora wa donyori
tenki yohoo mo "konya ame ni narimasu"
huku o kigaete BAGGU hitotsu de
syareta MUUDO no omise o sagasu wa
kasa ga nai no? dare ka ni kikareta nara
ara ame na no? potsuri to kotaete
amai deai suteki na meguri ai o
yume mite yoo yo

The sky (looked) heavy when I opened the window.
Even the weather forecast said it will rain tonight.
I change my clothes and with a bag,
I look for a shop that has a stylish mood.
You don't have an umbrella? I was asked by someone.
Oh, there's rain? I simply answer.
A sweet meeting, a wonderful chance encounter
I dream and then get drunk.

kare wa osoi na...sonna kao shite
tokee o mireba itsu no manika yohuke ne
sasuga MASUTAA kuroonin rasiku
sotto okigasa yasashiku sashidasu
kasa zya nai no! watashi ga matteru no wa
iki mo tomaru deai ga hoshii no
itsu ka kuru wa koyubi ni akai ito o
musunda anata ga

He's late, isn't he...you have that look.
It's suddenly late at night when I looked at my watch.
The nice bar owner, like a wise man,
gently offers a spare umbrella.
It's not the umbrella! I will be waiting
even if my breathing stops. I want meet him.
He will come someday. This red string around my little
finger
was tied by you.

kasa o sashite hutari de arukitai na
doko ni iru no? watashi no ii hito
atsui deai unmei kanziru made
yume mite nomu no yo
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I want to use an umbrella and have both of use walk
under it.
Where are you, my good man?
Until I feel our fated passionate meeting,
I will dream and drink.
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